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Yellow 20G

Orange 23G

Blue 25G

Color codes:

Violet 27G
AK-0341

AK-0340/7

Anterior/Posterior Disposable Vitrectomy Cutters
20g - 23g - 25g - 27g

Vitrectomy Cutters

INSTRUMENT

To choose the most suitable Vit cutter for your equipment you need to know:
- PSI of the instrument.
- The maximum cutting speed (CPM)**.
- The gauge (20-23-25-27g).
- Single cut or dual cut blade.
If you do not  know the operating pressure of your equipment (expressed in psi) refer to the table you see above, which shows the values of the most popular equipments.Once you 
know your reference PSI, go to the table of AKTIVE vit cutters and position yourself on the PSI corresponding to your value. You may find for the same PSI value different suggestions. 
Choose in the row that is closest in CPM value.  Now that you have located the model that comes closer for PSI and CPM you can decide on the gauge and whether the blade should 
be single cut or dual cut. The code will show 2 or 3 letters. The first indicates the type of connector for the aspiration, while the second or third letter represents the type of connector 
for the pneumatic drive operated by the instrument. Check for correspondence with the list of connectors below.It is important for the user to be aware that AKtive is a vit cutter 
manufacturer. Many users use AKtive vit cutters with connections to their own equipment.  Connection to any of these instruments is the responsibility of the user and in no way 
constitutes a statement of compatibility

Contact us to help your choice.
** The CPM is given by the manufacturer of the instrument. It represents the maximum impulses the instrument can give to the cutter. Some manufacturers of equipment find easy to 
say that the machine is 16.000 CPM (in dual cut);  the effective impulses are 8.000, applied to a blade that makes the effect double.
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Choose your customized connector for your aspiration line and pressure line

AK-0398
Pressure line adapter, connector A-D
1 per box (non-sterile)
AVAILABLE DIFFERENT CONBINATIONS

Anterior/Posterior Disposable Vitrectomy Cutters
20g - 23g - 25g - 27g

According to the model the body

can be tranparent or white

Dual Cut

First Cut First Cut

Second Cut There is no Second Cut

The Aspiration port is alternatively closed and open

Single Cut

The Aspiration port is constantly open for 

increased aspiration


